June Lake Citizens Advisory Committee
C/O Mono County Planning Dept.
Attn: L. Johnston
Mammoth Lakes, CA 93546
Re: Intrawest/Rodeo Grounds Proposed Specific Plan Project
Dear Chairman Allendorf and Members of the JLCAC:
I am bringing to your attention deep concerns my husband and I have regarding the
proposed Intrawest/Rodeo Grounds Proposed Specific Plan Project.
1.
June Lake relies upon a Volunteer Fire Department with 3 of the 4 badged
Firefighters working in Mammoth Lakes (stated in Coalition notes of October 6, 2006)
and a crew of approximately 14-18, with some of those working out of town.
After speaking with a retired captain of a Southern California fire department and
currently teaching Fire Sciences at Chafey College in Pomona, CA,
I was informed high-rise buildings of more than 6 stories are very costly for fire
protection. The State recommends 4 fire fighters per engine. Accessibility to high-rise
buildings must be addressed i.e. landscape interference, angles of ladders within
topography to the building. A State quarterly maintenance must be implemented. What
would the response time be in the middle of winter? Would there be an auxiliary water
supply? Monitoring of system must be done from an offsite area. Where would the
needed staffing and equipment come from? The buildings must be equipped with
automatic sprinkler systems, but even with such a system the Monte Carlo Hotel in Las
Vegas was engulfed in a horrendous fire…a completely fire sprinklered building.
2.
The building heights proposed do not meet with the Mono County General
Plan or the June Lake Area Plan 2010.
3.
The issue of “Unit” count has not been determined. What is a “Unit?” What is
the meaning of “keys?” Is there a difference?
4.
June Lake is on water restriction after a fairly good snow pack winter. With an
anticipated major increase in PAOT, and must be calculated at 85% PAOT, one can only
discern water supply will be diminished substantially. Lakes and streams will be
impacted with the increase in water consumption and fishing will be impacted with the
increase in anglers. The JLPUD sewer system is antiquated and cannot accommodate
such an increase.
5.
Traffic circulation is a major concern. June Lake Loop’s main arteries consist of
2 lane highways. Any major increase in traffic will bring congestion and safety issues.
Recently, bus service has been halted for the Mammoth Lakes/June Lake route due to
increases in fuel costs.

6.
The time has come for Carl Williams, General Manager of June Mountain, to step
aside during any and all recommendations in regards to the Intrawest/Rodeo Grounds
Specific Plan Proposal. He is an employee of Mammoth Mountain and Intrawest by
virtue of their 11% interest in Mammoth Mountain and its properties. This was
suggested at the 2nd Peer Review Meeting. He said he would do so when the time came.
The time is NOW!
7.
Heights destroy view sheds, views June Lake is famous for. No building should
be allowed on any ridgelines. Any structures that may possibly pose this problem should
be viewed from all angles. Story poles must be erected for this reason.
8.
Highway 158 is a County designated CalTrans Scenic Highway that is eligible for
CalTrans State designation. CalTrans Scenic Highway status is a tourism economic
booster and noted in many Scenic Tourism periodicals and brochures. A gondola must
not be erected to cross over the highway, to ruin another view shed June Lake is famous
for, that would take away County designation and would forever take away any eligibility
for State designation.
9.
Cutting of trees and grading of the resort area are major concerns. The
topography must be altered to the barest minimum.
10.
Where will the snow removal crew store the snow? A snow storage plan must be
addressed. Water reclamation must be encouraged.
11.

There are not enough parking spaces for this project size.

12.
The USFS Gull Lake Car Top Boat Launch road must be left in place.
Anglers/recreationers will not want to drive through a residential neighborhood area for
access. This would take away from the rural outdoor experience. On the flip side,
residents would not appreciate anglers/recreationers driving through their neighborhoods.
13.
A mix of affordable housing styles of architecture/models should be used blended
in with market based housing to promote “community neighborhoods.” LEEDS type
building/materials must be encouraged.
14.
Finally, this project must be downsized. There are too many non-comformities to
count to the General Plan and JLAP.
Be careful what you wish for…you may just get it and then be stuck with it.
Thank you.
Dorothy and Charley Burdette
891 Mono Dr.
June Lake, CA 93529
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Recommendation on Rodeo Grounds

In anticipation of the July 1st meeting at which the CAC will vote on a
recommendation to the board of supervisors, I wanted to pass on my views about the
Intrawest proposal, and the problem of facilitating the development of enough warm beds
to keep June Mountain viable. You will note that I view these as two separate questions
– what is built on the Rodeo Grounds and how we meet June Mountain’s needs should be
addressed separately. As I will discuss below, the debate at the prior peer review
meetings and the comments made at them on behalf of June Mountain, assumed that the
number of units necessary to support investment in the ski area had to be built on the
Rodeo Grounds. This combination is simply wrong. Limiting the CAC’s consideration
only to the Rodeo Grounds fails to protect the community; we need more than a passive
response to what Intrawest proposes. As I will also discuss below, the need for the CAC
to actively represent the community also extends to requiring that Intrawest commit to
building the resort first, that it commit to the design that it presented at the last peer
review meeting, and that June Mountain commit to making the improvements which
represent the major gain to the community from the Rodeo Grounds project.
All the Warm Beds Need not be Built on the Rodeo Grounds
The members of the CAC June Lake Coalition spent a significant amount of time
last summer doing a complete inventory of land on the June Lake Loop that could be
developed for commercial lodging. The large number of units that could be developed on
the inventoried land was an important reason why I proposed and voted in favor of a
Rodeo Grounds project in the 300 to 400 unit range, with the remainder of new units as
infill elsewhere on the loop, especially in the Village.
There are a number of advantages to meeting the June Mountain needs through a
moderate sized Rodeo Grounds project, and additional infill development. The first is
that it is simply better planning. The public has made very clear that it does not want a
Rodeo Grounds development that would change the character of June Lake. This was
repeatedly stressed in every feedback exercise undertaken in the peer review meetings. A
project of the size proposed by Intrawest, however well designed, will change the
character of June Lake. Ninety and seventy foot buildings, among the largest between
Carson City and Los Angeles, are not consistent with a wilderness setting. In contrast,
new development in the Village will allow for redevelopment of that area, with a
resulting reduction in the environmental impact of the Rodeo Grounds development.
It is apparent why Intrawest would like to build on the Rodeo Grounds all of the
units June Mountain says it needs: the greater the number of units that are allowed to be
built on the Rodeo Grounds, the more valuable is Intrawest’s property. But why does
June Mountain care whether the additional warm beds are on the Rodeo Grounds or in

the Village? It is my understanding that the Mammoth Mountain is involved in ongoing
negotiations with Intrawest concerning the manner in which it will participate in the
development of the Rodeo Grounds project. To the extent that the owners of June
Mountain anticipate having a financial stake in the development, they will prefer a
development plan that maximizes their profit, rather than doing what is best for the
community. Protecting the community is the responsibility of the CAC, which it cannot
accomplish if it allows Intrawest to determine where development takes place.
There are a number of other advantages to treating the location of the new warm
beds separately from determining the correct number. From the community’s
perspective, separating the analysis gives us a chance to accomplish two things at once –
sustaining June Mountain and undertaking intelligent planning and development of the
Village – without a single project of a size that will compromise the character of June
Lake.
A second advantage of spreading the warm beds needed by June Mountain
beyond the Rodeo Grounds is that it increases, in my mind substantially, the likelihood
that the Rodeo Grounds project actually will be built in a time frame relevant to the
community. At the last peer review meeting, Intrawest told the community that the resort
core would require $150 million in financing and would take up to 10 years to complete.
Reducing the size of the Rodeo Grounds project reduces the capital Intrawest needs by
spreading the overall investment among a larger number of developers. Particularly with
financial markets that are likely to remain unsettled for at least another two to three years,
it is foolish for the community not to diversify the funding sources on which it is
ultimately relying to provide new warms beds. Put simply, the interests of Intrawest and
the community overlap, but are not the same. We need to stop being simply responsive
to Intrawest, and vigorously insist on a project that is more carefully tailored to what is
best for the community.
A smaller Rodeo Grounds development increases the likelihood that the project
will be built in another way as well. The size of the proposed project raises regulatory
and environmental problems that would be mitigated somewhat by spreading the new
warm beds beyond the Rodeo Grounds. The Intrawest proposal raises serious problems
concerning water availability in light of climate change concerns (which need to be
considered in the necessary assessment) and compliance with AB 32. In this regard, it is
important to remember that both the California Attorney General’s climate change group
and the Los Angeles Department of Power and Water are following this project.
Minimizing regulatory risk by reducing the number of units on the Rodeo Grounds site is
plainly in the community’s interest because it increases the likelihood that development
will occur in a reasonable time frame.
The CAC Needs to Actively Protect the Community
At the last peer review meeting, Intrawest presented renderings of the proposed
project that elicited a favorable response by some CAC members, who thanked Intrawest
for responding to community concerns. Intrawest made clear, however, that is making no
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commitment to actually build the project consistently with the renderings presented to the
community.
The CAC has an obligation to proactively protect the community. If the CAC
believes that the project should be built as shown on the renderings presented to the
community, then it should condition its approval (if it decided to approve the project) on
the project’s final plans not differing materially from the renderings. This would alert the
Board of Supervisors that any change in the design of the project should be sent back to
the CAC for community review and comment. This prevents Intrawest from deceiving
the community with a bait and switch ploy by securing CAC approval through renderings
that it subsequently abandons.
It would be unforgivably naïve to believe that Intrawest will not change its plans
in a way that disadvantages the community. The CAC should actively protect
community interests; if parts of the plan presented to the community through the
renderings are important to the CAC’s decision, then it should explicitly condition its
approval on those parts not changing. Not doing so simply abandons the community to
Intrawest’s whims.
In the same vein, please remember that the June Lake Coalition repeatedly
discussed the fact that the community needed the resort built first. June Mountain stated
at the last peer review meeting that it will start making improvements on the day that
ground is broken for the resort. 1 However, at the last peer review meeting, Intrawest
stated explicitly that it would not commit to build the resort first. I can understand why
Intrawest wants this flexibility. I cannot understand why the CAC would recommend
that it be given it at the community’s expense.
In short, I am asking that the CAC do something more than passively respond to
what Intrawest proposes. Any CAC recommendation should be conditioned on Intrawest
committing to those elements of the project – improvements to June Mountain, building
the resort core first, and assuring that the design remains as presented – that actually
advance the community’s interests. The CAC is charged with acting on the community’s
behalf. The community deserves an active bargainer for its interests.
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Carl Williams candidly stated, however, that his employer would not make a binding commitment to
make improvements on this schedule or at all. I think it would be foolhardy to approve this project without
a binding commitment from June Mountain. Assuring the continued operation and improvement of June
Mountain is the primary advantage to the community from the Rodeo Grounds project. It is my
understanding that there is no barrier to the County conditioning Rodeo Grounds permits on simultaneous
investment in June Mountain, especially since ongoing negotiations indicate that Mammoth Mountain will
end up as an investor in the Rodeo Grounds project. I am at a loss to explain why the CAC has not insisted
on this condition.
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